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despite all its flaws, soul eater has a good balance between
action and comedy. the fights are rather easy to follow, and
the stakes are raised by the plot. the plot is also interesting as
it delves into the witches' origins and how they manipulate the
souls of people into becoming their "henchmen". overall, soul
eater is not a great anime and definitely not a great american
adaption. but it has something that makes it better than most
anime. it is fun to watch and has enough charm to make it
worth your time. the main characters are the soul eater and
"death scythe",who has a destructive power called "death
scythe". after the death of his mother, he is sent to the dwma,
which is an academy for those who fight demons in the real
world. however, a witch named maka has infiltrated the
academy and, instead of fighting them as they originally
intended, the meisters kill them. maka's objectives are to use
the souls of these meisters to make an army of demons. the
meisters and the witches meet each other in the middle of the
academy's training field and the fight that ensues is the show's
most powerful and entertaining fight sequence. in the end,
however, there is a stronger demon called "soul eater" who is
able to defeat maka. thus, maka is taken prisoner and the
meisters are given a chance to redeem themselves by fighting
and killing the soul eater. the dubbing is done very well. for the
most part, it's reminiscent of the japanese voice acting by
retaining the original character dialects. unless the character
speaks in a completely different accent or dialect, the voice
actors will almost always sound the same. and quite frankly,
i've seen a lot of dubbing done by english voice actors that
sounded like they were having a bad case of laryngitis. i like
this approach because it captures the character's personality
and dialects as much as possible. however, the cast still needs
to work on consistency and sometimes it sounds like the voice
actors are reading the lines out of different episodes or stories.
not every cast member sound the same or have the same
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inflection in their tone of voice. an example being free's line
about death's involvement in the contract. they went from a
surprised tone to a bossy tone to a hard-boiled villain tone and
back to his original surprised tone.
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